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A B S T R A C T   

A recent development in Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) technology is integrating multiple 
SAR satellite data to dynamically extract ground features. This paper addresses two relevant challenges: iden-
tification of common ground targets from different SAR datasets in space, and concatenation of time series when 
dealing with temporal dynamics. To address the first challenge, we describe the geolocation uncertainty of InSAR 
measurements as a three-dimensional error ellipsoid. The points, among InSAR measurements, which have error 
ellipsoids with a positive cross volume are identified as tie-point pairs representing common ground objects from 
multiple SAR datasets. The cross volumes are calculated using Monte Carlo methods and serve as weights to 
achieve the equivalent deformation time series. To address the second challenge, the deformation time series 
model for each tie-point pair is estimated using probabilistic methods, where potential deformation models are 
efficiently tested and evaluated. As an application, we integrated two Radarsat-2 datasets in Standard and Extra- 
Fine modes to map the subsidence of the west of the Netherlands between 2010 and 2017. We identified 18128 
tie-point pairs, 5 intersection types of error ellipsoids, 5 deformation models, and constructed their long-term 
deformation time series. The detected maximum mean subsidence velocity in Line-Of-Sight direction is up to 
15 mm yr− 1. We conclude that our method removes limitations that exist in single-viewing-geometry SAR when 
integrating multiple SAR data. In particular, the proposed time-series modeling method is useful to achieve a 
long-term deformation time series of multiple datasets.   

1. Introduction 

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a reliable 
geodetic technique for mapping surface and monitoring its changes. It 
has been successfully applied for earthquake, landslide, mining, and 
civil infrastructure monitoring (Massonnet et al., 1993; Fruneau et al., 
1996; Chaussard et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2016; Chang and Hanssen, 
2014; Perissin et al., 2012). In particular, Persistent Scatterer InSAR 
(PSInSAR or PSI), Distributed Scatterer InSAR (DSInSAR), and Small 
BAseline Subset (SBAS) can undertake an InSAR time series analysis of 
constantly coherent scatterers, including point-wise coherent scatterers, 
distributed coherent scatterers, and temporary coherent scatterers 
(Ferretti et al., 2001; Hooper et al., 2004; Hooper, 2008; Samiei- 
Esfahany et al., 2016; Samiei-Esfahany, 2017; Kampes, 2006; Van Lei-
jen, 2014; Tizzani et al., 2007; Berardino et al., 2002; Lanari et al., 2010; 
Zhang et al., 2011). These methods are able to process a stack of single- 

viewing-geometry SAR data with identical spatial resolution, orbital 
direction, frame, track, and polarization. The uniqueness requirement 
however limits the applicability of InSAR technology and reduces the 
utilization SAR data. Although data processing methods of integrating 
SAR data with different tracks, platforms, and sensors have been studied 
in the past (Polcari et al., 2017; Ketelaar, 2009; Montazeri et al., 2016), 
their usefulness has not been fully explored. Therefore, there is a need to 
design and demonstrate a generic method of multiple SAR data spatio- 
temporal integration. 

Multiple InSAR time series integration includes both space and time. 
For data integration in space, the primary issue is to identify every tie- 
point pair of the InSAR measurement points (e.g. PS, persistent scat-
terer) reflected from a common ground object, but acquired by different 
SAR datasets. As the spatial resolution of different SAR missions may 
differ (summarized in Table 1) (Zhu et al., 2017), directly identifying the 
common ground features is often impossible. Several researchers have 
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proposed indirect solutions using e.g. resampling, interpolation, and 
selecting points using nearest distances (Samsonov and d’Oreye, 2017; 
Yaseen et al., 2013; Aslan et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2015). Resampling 
follows a procedure that requires to define a grid coordinate and then 
resample the interest data from different SAR missions into a common 
and reference grid. This method changes the positional relationship and 
image pixel values, thus the detailed features in a high-spatial-resolution 
SAR data degrading. Interpolation is affected by a subjective choice of 
the best method (Franke, 1982). Different interpolation methods will 
produce different results for the same data. Selecting points using 
nearest distances depends upon the geopositioning quality of InSAR 
results. Without the consideration of geolocation uncertainty, distinc-
tion of common ground objects using the nearest distances can be 
erroneous, as the geolocation center of a pixel may not be in the pixel 
center (Van Leijen, 2014), geocoding accuracy without correction is 
limited (Yang et al., 2019), and the PS time series geocoded from 
different datasets usually contains offsets. 

For data integration in time, the key challenge is to find ways to 
precisely concatenate InSAR time series. As SAR sensors have distinct 
repeat intervals and acquisition dates, a time gap and time overlap are 
likely to occur. A common solution to fix a time gap is to assume that the 
deformation trend remains invariant over time (Chang et al., 2018). 
When the time gap is relatively large or the deformation trend is 
complicated, such an assumption is not rigorous. As for a time overlap, a 
common solution is based on the assumption that there is no surface 
deformation between two adjacent SAR acquisitions from different 
datasets. Such observations are projected onto a common direction of 
interest and averaged (Shirzaei, 2015). If a large surface deformation 
occurs between two adjacent SAR acquisitions or the time gap between 
the two acquisitions is relatively large, the invariance assumption no 
longer holds. In addition, InSAR deformation time series modeling is 
important for data integration in time. In practice, the deformation is 
often assumed to be linear in time. However, group targets may behave 
non-linearly in time due to natural processes or human activities (Chang 
and Hanssen, 2015; Tizzani et al., 2007). Therefore, merely using a 
linear model to concatenate InSAR deformation time series is not 
appropriate. 

To overcome these challenges, this research proposes a data post- 
processing method to precisely integrate InSAR deformation time se-
ries in time and space. It demonstrates this method using medium and 
high resolution (Radarsat-2) SAR data. In spatial domain, we distinguish 
all tie-point pairs and consider the geolocation uncertainty of InSAR 
measurement points as an error ellipsoid. A tie-point pair with the 
nearest distance but with error ellipsoids of a zero cross volume is dis-
carded. Besides, when the error ellipsoid of one point from a medium 
resolution dataset overlaps with the error ellipsoid of multiple points 
from high resolution datasets, the cross volumes estimated through 
Monte Carlo methods (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949) serve as weights to 
combine the deformation time series. In temporal domain, we use an 
improving Multiple Hypothesis Testing (MHT) method for estimating 
the best deformation models of all tie-point pairs, and linking the time 
series. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the 
methods and procedures of spatial and temporal data integration. Sec-
tion 3 introduces data and test site. Section 4 is devoted to the 

experimental results on real data, followed by the discussion and the 
conclusion in Section 5. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Data pre-processing 

Medium and high resolution datasets are processed by standard 
InSAR time series processing to generate InSAR deformation time series. 
Such a data pre-processing procedure is conducted as follows: 

A stack of interferograms is generated by a standard interferogram 
formation procedure (Hanssen, 2001). Next, an InSAR time series 
analysis is conducted by a standard PSI method, using e.g. the Delft 
implementation of PS Interferometry (DePSI) (Kampes, 2006; Van Lei-
jen, 2014). As a PSI method primarily extracts the information on the 
point-wise persistent scatterers, identifying high-coherent and stable PS 
points is of significance. Here, we use the Amplitude Dispersion Index 
(ADI) (Ferretti et al., 2001). Incoherent PS points that accidentally have 
a low variance, are falsely accepted as PS points. They usually have 
anomalies in deformations and height biases with regard to the actual 
elevations. We first use external Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (e.g. 
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) (Farr et al., 2007)) or Digital 
Surface Model (DSM) data to define the PS height range, and discard the 
PS points whose height is not within this range. Particularly in the 
Netherlands, Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN) product offers 
Lidar-derived DEM and DSM (Van der Zon, 2013). Then we use the 
Spatio-Temporal Consistency (STC) (Hanssen et al., 2008) to evaluate 
the consistency of every PS point and its neighboring PS time series in 

Fig. 1. The workflow of SAR data processing and their integration.  

Table 1 
The spatial resolution in ground range types of commonly used SAR data missions for both Medium-Spatial Resolution (MSR) and High-Spatial Resolution (HSR) data.  

Data types Missions 

MSR JERS ERS-1/2 Envisat ALOS-1 (Fine mode) Radarsat-2 (Standard mode) Sentinel-1A/B (IW) 
Range/Azimuth (m) 18/18 30/30 30/30 14/10 23/8 20/5 

HSR TerraSAR-X PAZ COSMO-SkyMed ALOS-2 (Fine mode) Radarsat-2 (Extra-Fine mode)  
Range/Azimuth (m) 3/3 3/3 3/3 9/5 5/5   
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the spatio-temporal domain. We calculate the double difference phase 
(in space and time) between the PS point under consideration and its 
neighbouring PS points. The minimum Root-Mean-Square Error (ρR) is 
defined as the STC of the PS point (R). It is expressed as 

ρR = min
∀p

λ
4π

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

((Φi
R − Φi

P) − (Φi+1
R − Φi+1

P ))
2

m − 1

√

, (1)  

where R is the PS point under consideration, P is the neighbour PS, λ is 
the radar wavelength, m is the number of SAR images, i indicates the ith 
interferometric image, and Φ is the unwrapped interferometric phase. 
Its advantage is that it is independent of the assumed deformation model 
to estimate measurement quality and detect falsely accepted PS point. 

2.2. Selection of tie-point pairs in spatial domain 

The PSI results of two datasets cannot be integrated in a straight-
forward way, because of the differences in the reference point selection, 
geolocation positioning precision, and PS population. Therefore, PS 
points have to be identified, which are observed by both datasets. We 
propose a three-step procedure to do so (see Fig. 1). 

2.2.1. Reference alignment 
Every SAR dataset has its own reference point and is geocoded 

independently. The reference error per SAR dataset may at the end 
manifest itself in all PS points and in the associated deformation time 
series. To properly find a common reference point between different 
datasets, we applied a reference alignment with a four-sub-step 
procedure. 

Sub-step 1: based upon the geolocation information from SAR and 
optical imagery over the same area, we select several easily distin-
guished PS points that appeared in the two datasets. Here we assumed 

that there is no change in scale and rotation between the datasets, and 
only an offset occurs in the coordinates (i.e., longitude, latitude, and 
height). Then an offset can be estimated based upon the selected PS 
points. With the offset estimation, the geocoding bias can be adjusted by 
subtracting the offset from the rest of the PS points. 

Sub-step 2: to find the common PS point, we first set up a low value of 
the ADI threshold (e.g. 0.01) and select stable points from the two 
datasets with ADI values below the threshold. Note that the selected 
stable points should have close-to-zero temporal behavior. 

Sub-step 3: among the selected stable points, we identified an iso-
lated point (reflected from e.g. lamp poles, bare rocks, corner reflector, 
and isolated buildings in a farm field) with the lowest ADI value as the 
spatial reference point in one dataset. Note that the isolated point can 
avoid a multi-path reflection effect. 

Sub-step 4: we identified a counterpart in the other dataset relative to 
the reference point selected in sub-step 3 with the shortest Euclidean 
distance. 

After several iterations of sub-step 1–4, we finally determined the 
common reference point. 

2.2.2. Geolocation quality described by error ellipsoid 
The positional accuracy of a PS point is affected by azimuth shift, 

ionospheric and tropospheric path delay, solid earth tides, coordinate 
transformation effects, the phase quality, the phase unwrapping, orbital 
inaccuracies, and the position precision of reference point (Dheena-
thayalan et al., 2018). We therefore introduce an error ellipsoid to 
describe the positioning uncertainty of every PS point. The center of the 
error ellipsoid is at the estimated position and the three-dimensional 
(3D) positioning precision is parameterized by a variance–covariance 
matrix. The error ellipsoid of each PS point is a local and independent 
coordinate with a range, an azimuth, and cross-range directions 
(Dheenathayalan et al., 2018; Dheenathayalan et al., 2016), see a brief 

Fig. 2. Simulated cases to calculate cross volumes using Monte Carlo methods. Light blue and light red error ellipsoids indicate geolocation uncertainty of PS points 
from medium and high resolution datasets, respectively. Blue solid lines represent boundary functions, and green and yellow dots represent uniformly distributed 
voxels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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review in Appendix B. The intersection of the error ellipsoid with objects 
in reality is exploited to link radar scatterers to real-world objects. 

2.2.3. Recognizing tie-point pairs by Monte Carlo methods 
Error ellipsoids with a uniform coordinate system identify potential 

locations of a PS point. Pairs of points with a positive cross volume are 
considered as tie-point pairs, representing the same ground object. To 
calculate the cross volumes, we use Monte Carlo methods (Metropolis 
and Ulam, 1949). Specifically, we use a six-sub-step procedure. 

Sub-step 1: move the potential tie-point pairs into a local coordinate 
system. For instance, taking the error ellipsoid of a point from a medium 
resolution SAR dataset as an example (Fig. 2(a)). 

Sub-step 2: establish its boundary functions (Fig. 2(b)). 
Sub-step 3: produce voxels (green dots in Fig. 2(c)) that are uni-

formly distributed within the volume surrounded by boundary func-
tions. According to the central limit theorem (Teunissen et al., 2004), 
sufficient voxels can be approximately equal to the volume of irregular 
objects. 

Sub-step 4: obtain the number and position of voxels within the error 
ellipsoid by using the error ellipsoid function from the medium resolu-
tion SAR dataset (Fig. 2(d)). 

Sub-step 5: use the coordinates of these voxels and its error ellipsoid 
functions from a high resolution SAR dataset to determine how many 
voxels are within these error ellipsoids, such as Fig. 2(e). 

Sub-step 6: calculate the size of the final cross volume by combining 
the final voxels, the initial number of voxels, and the initial volume 
surrounded by the boundary functions. 

One error ellipsoid from the medium resolution SAR dataset could 
have positive cross volumes with multiple error ellipsoids from the high 
resolution SAR dataset (displayed in Fig. 2(f)), because of the difference 
in spatial resolution of medium and high resolution SAR datasets. Points 
from the high resolution SAR dataset could be parts of one point from 
medium resolution SAR dataset. In this scenario, we lump multiple PS 
points from the high resolution SAR dataset together as a single equiv-
alent PS point. The cross volume of the error ellipsoids represents the 
probability that the point from the high resolution SAR dataset is a part 
of the point from the medium resolution SAR dataset. We use the cross 
volumes as weights to combine these points into one equivalent point. 
Let kz be the number of voxels within the cross volume between an error 
ellipsoid of medium and high resolution SAR datasets, yz be the defor-
mation value of the zth point from high resolution SAR datasets, and k =
∑N

z=1kz, then the equation equals 

y =
1
k

(
∑

kzyz

)

, (2)  

where y is the equivalent deformation value of these N PS points from 
the high resolution SAR dataset, N is the number of high resolution SAR 
datasets’ error ellipsoids intersecting with a medium resolution SAR 
datasets’ error ellipsoid, z indicates zth point from high resolution SAR 
dataset with an error ellipsoid overlap with a medium resolution SAR 
datasets’ error ellipsoid. The equivalent deformation values would be 
used for further time series analysis. 

2.3. Concatenation of tie-point pairs’ time series in the temporal domain 

In temporal domain, the first epoch of every dataset can be regarded 
as the temporal reference. To connect two datasets with a time gap, 
locating the deformation of the latter dataset at the first acquisition is 
relevant. Therefore, obtaining an accurate deformation time series 
model from the former dataset and using the model to predict the start 
deformation value of the latter dataset is of importance. The Multiple 
Hypothesis Testing method was introduced to achieve a time-series 
modeling using physically realistic canonical functions (Chang and 
Hanssen, 2015). The model with the maximum test ratio is named as the 
most probable model. To evaluate sub-optimal models against the 

detected most probable model, and identify the best model with the 
minimum posterior variance and a lower parameter number, we propose 
the optimal method to obtain the final deformation models upon the 
maximum test ratio method (detailed description displayed in Appendix 
A). We call the model with the minimum posterior variance and fewer 
unknowns as the best model (MB). 

Based upon the physical meaning of deformation dynamics, we select 
four representative canonical deformation models: the linear model, a 
temperature-related model, a breakpoint model, and the Heaviside 
model. We combine these four models to represent all potential defor-
mation models. We assume that the default deformation model is a 
linear function of time, denoted as M0, while we include other canonical 
models to construct the alternative models, denoted as MJ(J ∈ [1,2, 3,4]
) see Eq. (3). We keep the linear component in all potential models, as a 
linear function of time for deformation phase is often used during the 
unwrapping step, while the non-linear part is either lumped with noise 
or included in the functional models. We show the relation of proposed 
models and associated hypotheses in Table 2 and Eq. (3). 

Fig. 3. Workflow of the proposed MHT method. The MJ represent the alter-
native models, T* indicates the maximum test ratio for the MJ models, the Mw 

are selected potential alternative models, Mwu are the sub-optimal models, and 
m is the number of SAR images. Finally, σ2 is the posterior variance. 

Table 2 
Relations between the proposed hypotheses and the associated models.   

Hypothesis 
Model H0  H1  H2  H3  H4  

Linear model 1 1 1 0 0 
Temperature-related model 0 1 1 0 0 
Breakpoint model 0 0 0 1 1 
Heaviside model 0 0 1 1 0  
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H0 : M0 = t⋅v = [ t ]
⏟⏞⏞⏟

A0

[ v ]
⏟⏞⏞⏟

x0

H1 : M1 = t⋅v + ΔT⋅η = [ t ΔT ]
⏟̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅⏟

A1

[
v
η

]

⏟̅⏞⏞̅⏟
x1

H2 : M2 = t⋅v + ΔT⋅η + δt⋅L = [ t ΔT δt ]
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟

A2

⎡

⎣
v
η
L

⎤

⎦

⏟̅̅⏞⏞̅̅⏟
x2

H3 : M3 = t1⋅v1 + t2⋅v2 + δt⋅L = [ t1 t2 δt ]
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

A3

⎡

⎣
v1
v2
L

⎤

⎦

⏟̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅ ⏟
x3

H4 : M4 = t1⋅v1 + t2⋅v2 = [ t1 t2 ]
⏟̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅⏟

A4

[
v1
v2

]

⏟̅̅⏞⏞̅̅⏟
x4

,

(3)  

where v is the linear deformation velocity without an instantaneous 
event and t is the corresponding temporal baseline, t1 and t2 indicate the 
temporal baseline before and after a single-breakpoint date, while v1 and 
v2 indicate corresponding linear deformation velocities, η is the tem-
perature related parameter, ΔT is the temperature baseline between 
slave and master image, L represents deformation jump magnitude, and 
δt indicates the jump knot in time. The product δt⋅L forms a Heaviside 
step function (Weisstein, 2002). Ai and xi (i ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]) represent 
design matrix and unknown parameter(s), respectively. To detect the 
most likely δt and/or single-breakpoint spot in time, we apply an epoch- 
by-epoch progressive search method (Chang and Hanssen, 2015). For 
instance, given m observations, and assuming M2, M3, and M4 have a 
single jump knot and single break-point in time respectively, the 
possible models with the number of m − 1 for M2,m − 2 for M3, and m − 2 
for M4 will be tested and evaluated. 

We conduct the Overall Model Test (OMT) for H0 : M0 (c.f. Appendix 
A). When M0 is rejected, we test all the alternative models MJ(J ∈ [1, 2,
3, 4] ) and identify the maximum test ratio (T*). To check for the lowest 
posterior variance and a sufficiently small number of unknowns, we 
evaluate the sub-optimal models against the most probable model. The 
corresponding flowchart is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Sub-step 1: we set a threshold (βT*) to select potential alternative 
models (Mw) based on the corresponding test ratio (TJ), where β ranges 
from 0 to 1. If β approaches 1, less alternative models will be selected, 
while if β approaches 0, more alternative models will be selected for 
further processing. If none of alternative models is selected, the most 
probable model remains the best model (MB). 

Sub-step 2: for every potential alternative model Mw, we test the sub- 
optimal models (Mwu ), where u represents the SAR data acquisition time 
except for the first and last epoch. We do this at every data acquisition 
time (u). 

Sub-step 3: we select a sub-optimal model (MB
wu

) with the minimum 
posterior variance or a lower number of parameters and compare it with 
the most probable model. If the sub-optimal model has a smaller pos-
terior variance or has a lower number of parameters, it is considered as 
the best model (MB). Otherwise, the most probable model remains the 
best model (MB). 

The specific example of selecting the best model is described in 
Appendix C. When the best deformation time series model is available, 
we use it to predict the latter dataset’s starting point and then concat-
enate their deformation time series. Next, we estimate the best model for 
the concatenated deformation time series by repeating the sub-step 1, 2, 
and 3, and undertake quality control to estimate its precision. 

2.4. Quality control 

2.4.1. Estimation of precision for connected datasets 
Based upon the methods mentioned in Section 2.3, we achieve the 

best functional model for the whole time period. As concerns the sto-
chastic model, we describe it as the variance–covariance matrix Qyy, 
expressed as 

Qyy
m×m

= σ2 Ryy
m×m

, (4)  

where σ2 is the variance of unit weight, Ryy is the cofactor matrix. The 
number of the observations for the two datasets is m = m1 + m2, in 
which m1 and m2 are the number of the observations of the former (f) 
and later (l) datasets, respectively. Known that there is no correlation 
between the observations of the two datasets, Eq. (4) can be simplified as 

Qyy
m×m

= diag

(

Qf
yy

m1×m1

, Ql
yy

m2×m2

)

= diag

(

σ2
f Rf

yy
m1×m1

,σ2
l Rl

yy
m2×m2

)

. Here diag() denotes a 

block diagonal matrix, Rf
yy and Rl

yy are the corresponding cofactor ma-
trix. Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we derive the estimated unknown parame-
ters, the precision of the estimated parameters, the precision of least- 
squares correction, OMT, and the posterior variance as 

x̂i =
(

AT
i Q− 1

yy Ai

)− 1
AT

i Q− 1
yy y,

Qx̂i x̂i
=
(

AT
i Q− 1

yy Ai

)− 1
,

Qê ê = Qyy − Ai

(
AT

i Q− 1
yy Ai

)− 1
AT

i ,

OMT = êT Q− 1
yy ê,

σ̂2
= êT R− 1

yy ê
/
(m − n).

(5)  

Here Ai (i ∈ [0,1,2,3,4]) is the design matrix, x̂i (i ∈ [0,1,2,3,4]) is the 
estimation of the unknown parameters (marked in Eq. (3)), ê is the re-
sidual between the model and the observations, and n is the number of 
unknowns. For instance, for M0 in Eq. (3), the column matrix of the 
temporal baseline t is the design matrix A and the velocity estimate v̂ is 
the estimation of the unknown parameter – deformation velocity v. 

2.4.2. Dilution of Precision 
As the variance–covariance matrix size of unknowns from different 

alternative models could be different, it is impossible to directly 
compare their precision of estimated parameters. Dilution of Precision 
(DoP) can be used as a precision indicator, which is the purely geometric 
contribution to the quality of the estimated parameters (Chang et al., 
2018). The DoP is defined as 

DoP = (det(Qx̂ x̂) )
1
2n, (6)  

where Qx̂ x̂ is the n × n variance–covariance matrix of unknowns, and 
det(.) is its determinant operator. The lower DoP represents a better 
expected estimation quality. In case the observations y are assumed to be 
uncorrelated, resulting in a diagonal Qx̂ x̂ , the DoP is equal to the mean of 
the standard deviations. 

3. Data and test site description 

To test our method, an experiment using medium and high resolution 
Radarsat-2 data in HH channel was performed. Radarsat-2 is a C-band 
SAR satellite with a 24-day revisit time. On 10 November 2016, 
Radarsat-2 adjusted its observation mode for Track 202 from Standard 
mode (SM) to Extra-Fine mode (XFM). The observation mode was 
switched by adjusting Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) from 1353 Hz 
to 2680 Hz, Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) from 12.7 MHz to 
56.3 MHz, and a bandwidth from 11.6 MHz to 50 MHz. The medium 
resolution Radarsat-2 dataset was converted into high resolution 
without adjusting the Radarsat-2 trajectory. We collected 84 SM Single 
Look Complex (SLC) images acquired between 18 October 2010 and 3 
November 2016, and 17 XFM SLC images acquired between 27 
November 2016 and 22 November 2017. Parameter details of the two 
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datasets are listed in Tables 3 and 1, in which the differences in every 
parameter can be identified. Fig. 4 shows the spatio-temporal baseline 
distribution and selected master images of two datasets. Fig. 5 displays 
the spatial coverage of the datasets and the research area (covering 
Rotterdam, the Delft, and the Hague), while Fig. 6 shows the 

temperature difference between the master (at the first epoch on 18 
October 2010) and the slaves. GPS measurements from EURO (GPS1) 
and DELF (GPS2) continuous GPS (CGPS) stations (marked in Fig. 7) 
were collected from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (Blewitt et al., 
2018) as the validation data. 

4. Results 

4.1. Data pre-processing results 

Based upon the procedure described in Section 2.1, 49700 PS points 
in the SM dataset and 142124 PS points in the XFM dataset were 
selected. Their mean deformation velocity maps in Line-Of-Sight (LOS) 
direction are displayed in Fig. 7. The expectation of the mean defor-
mation velocity is − 0.86 mm yr− 1 for SM and − 0.28 mm yr− 1for XFM. 
Compared with the standard deviation of the mean deformation velocity 
of SM that is 1.8 mm yr− 1, XFM has a higher standard deviation with 
4.7 mm yr− 1. It is most likely because XFM has the smaller amount of the 
SAR measurements, which brings less precise atmospheric phase esti-
mation. The observed maximum mean subsidence velocity in LOS di-
rection from two datasets is up to 15 mm yr− 1. 

The GPS data without the effect of tectonic plate motion from the 
Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (Blewitt et al., 2018) was used to validate 
the calculated deformation result’s accuracy. We firstly converted the 
3D displacement into the LOS direction by Dlos = [Du,Dn,De]

[cosθinc, sinθincsinθazi, − sinθinccosθazi]
T (Hanssen, 2001), where Du,Dn,De 

separately represent the GPS displacements in up–down, north–south, 
and east–west directions, θinc and θazi indicate the local incidence angle 
and the azimuth angle (measured clockwise from the North). Then, we 
compared the result of GPS and the closest PS point in Fig. 8. Consid-
ering the time coverage of GPS1 data (2012–2014), we only used SM 
data to validate the InSAR-derived deformation accuracy in the GPS1 
station. While the sufficient measurements in the GPS2 station 
(1996–2021) support the comparison with the observed results of SM 
and XFM datasets. The result shows that the PS results fit very well with 
the GPS results with a standard deviation of 3 mm for GPS1 and 5.5 mm 
for GPS2. 

4.2. Error ellipsoid size 

Radarsat-2 SM and XFM data are categorized as medium-resolution 
and high-resolution imagery, respectively. To assess the geolocation 
quality using the error ellipsoid, we initially applied that the ratio of the 
error ellipsoid semi-axis length (σrange : σazimuth : σcross− range) equals 1:1:15 
and 1:2:22 for medium and high resolution SAR datasets, respectively, 
according to the experimental results in (Dheenathayalan et al., 2018; 
Dheenathayalan et al., 2016). Particularly, we customized the error 
ellipsoid size for Radarsat-2 SM and XFM data, and obtained the final 
error ellipsoids with 4 m in range, 4 m in azimuth, and 45 m in cross- 
range for the SM data, while 2 m in range, 4 m in azimuth, and 22 m 
in cross-range for the XFM data. 

Fig. 5. Spatial coverage of the datasets in yellow and blue, and the area of 
interest (AOI) marked with a white rectangle. 

Fig. 4. Spatial and temporal distribution of Standard mode (SM) and Extra-Fine 
mode (XFM) data used in this study. Dots indicate SM data, where the black dot 
is the master image, while squares indicate XFM data and the black square is the 
master image. The black dash line indicates the moment that the satellite 
operational modes changed. 

Fig. 6. Temperature differences between the master (at first epoch) and 
the slaves. 

Table 3 
Basic parameters of Standard mode and Extra-Fine mode datasets. For azimuth 
angle, negative value means descending while positive value means ascending. 
r × a indicates range× azimuth.  

Operational mode Azimuth angle Incidence angle Polarization Pixel spacing  
(r× a)  

Standard mode − 169.4◦ 34◦ HH/HV 11.8 m× 4.9 m  

Extra-Fine mode − 169.8◦ 35.4◦ HH 2.66 m× 2.47 m   
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4.3. Recognized tie-point pairs 

Based on the selected PS points and defined error ellipsoid semi-axis 
lengths from the SM and XFM datasets, 18128 tie-point pairs were 
identified with a spatial density is 44.679 PS/km2. Their spatial distri-
bution, intersection types, and model types are displayed in Fig. 9 and 
the specific information is summarized in Table 4. Five intersection 
types were found: 81.46% of tie-point pairs has an error ellipsoid around 
a PS from the SM that spatially overlaps with that from the XFM, while 
15.93% of tie-point pairs has an error ellipsoid of a SM PS that spatially 
overlaps with two error ellipsoids of two XFM PS (expressed as 1SM vs 
2XFM). As the complexity of the intersection types increases, the num-
ber of tie-point pairs decreases. For the best deformation model, five 
types of deformation models (M0,M1,M2,M3,M4) were found. 96.88% of 
the tie-point pairs follows the null model M0, followed by M3 (1.74%), 
M2 (0.98%), M4 (0.3%), and M1 (0.1%). Fig. 10 displays the deviation of 
every recognized tie-point pair in terms of longitude, latitude, height, 
and deformation velocity. The mean difference of latitude, longitude, 
and height values is less than 1.3 m, about 0.62 m, and approximately 
equal to 0 m, respectively. The mean difference of the deformation ve-
locity values is 0.85 mm yr− 1. We set up 3σ confidence interval to 
identify outliers and discard them from the final tie-point pair registry. 
In total, 183 outliers accounting for 1% of the identified tie-point pairs 
were found and removed. 

To simultaneously display different intersection types and the 

corresponding deformation models (mentioned in Section 4.5), we select 
five tie-point pairs (PS1-5) marked in Fig. 7(b) to show the intersection 
types of error ellipsoids in Fig. 11. Blue and red ellipsoids indicate 
geolocation uncertainty of PS points from SM and XFM, respectively. 
Every tie-point pair is displayed in a local coordinate system. Their 
deformation time series models are discussed in Section 4.5. Based on 
the intersection types, the deformation weights of PS points from XFM 
for every epoch are summarized in Table 5. We note that for PS3 (with 
the weight ratio of 1:16:19.2), one point from XFM has a lower cross 
volume with the point from SM than the other two points. Nevertheless, 
for PS5 (with the weight ratio of 1:1.79:1.94:2.05:2.28), the five points 
from XFM have rather similar cross volumes as the points from SM. 

4.4. Best deformation time series models 

Compared with the most probable models of the 17945 tie-point 
pairs from the SM dataset, we found that the best models of 240 pairs 
are not consistent with the most probable models. We selected five 
typical PS points, PS6, PS7, PS8, PS9, PS10, for further analysis. Their 
spatial locations have been marked in Fig. 7(b). Fig. 12 compares the 
results obtained by the maximum test ratio in the first column and our 
method in the second column. The solid black lines indicate the most 
probable model in the first column and the best model in the second 
column. For these five PS points, the best models’ posterior variance are 
all below those of their most probable models, which means the best 

Fig. 7. The optical image displaying the ground features of AOI (a), and the deformation velocity maps of SM (b) and XFM (c) in the LOS direction. The locations of 
PS1-10 are marked in (b). The red triangles indicate the locations of the reference point. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. Accuracy analysis of GPS and InSAR in GPS1 (a) and GPS2 (b) stations. The error bar indicates the standard deviation of GPS data in LOS direction.  
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Fig. 9. The spatial distribution of tie-point pairs of five intersection types (a) and detected deformation model types (b). The notation 1SM vs iXFM (i = 1,2,3,4,5) 
indicates that one SM point intersects with i XFM points. Points with a minority population are displayed by the larger-size symbols to avoid that details are obscured. 

Fig. 10. The deviation of the recognized tie-point pair in 3D direction (latitude (a), longitude (b) and height (c)) and the corresponding deformation velocity (d).  

Table 4 
The number of tie-point pairs constructed and the best deformation time series model with a priori variance defined as 25 mm2. 1SM vs iXFM (i = 1,2,3,4,5) means one 
SM point intersects with i XFM points.   

Types 
Models 1SM vs 1XFM 1SM vs 2XFM 1SM vs 3XFM 1SM vs 4XFM 1SM vs 5XFM Tie-point number 

M0  14303 2805 411 37 7 17563 
M1  15 — 1 — — 16 
M2  151 22 5 — — 178 
M3  250 54 10 1 — 315 
M4  48 7 1 — — 56 

Total 14767 2888 428 38 7 18128  
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model brings a result of an improved precision. For instance, for PS7, the 
posterior variance is slightly reduced from 13.7655 mm2 for its best 
model M2 to 13.7294 mm2 for its most probable model M3, while the 
DoP value decreases with almost 75% (from 1.1371 for M3 to 0.3089 for 
M2). Also for PS9, the best model M2 has the lowest posterior variance 
(σ2 = 12.4949 mm2) against the most probable model M3 (σ2 = 12.5095 
mm2), while the DoP improves from 1.3269 to 0.3146. The best model 
for PS10 suggests a new Heaviside step location on 28 June 2013 and the 
best model offers smaller posterior variance and DoP value as compared 
to the most probable model. 

4.5. Concatenated deformation time series 

After identifying the best models for the 17945 tie-point pairs from 
the SM dataset, we use them to predict the starting point of XFM dataset 
and thereby achieve the target of concatenating time series of the two 
datasets. The concatenated deformation time series of the PS points, 
PS1, PS2, PS3, PS4, PS5, are displayed in Fig. 13 (Column (1)). These 
points all have different best models shown in the black lines in Column 
(1). The blue dashed lines indicate the linear deformation model (M0), 
and the green dash lines indicate the Heaviside step locations (δt). 
Column (2) displays the XFM intensity images. The sources of the cor-
responding PS points are marked with yellow rectangles in the radar 
image. In column (3), the blue dots represent the SM PS points, while the 
red dots indicate the XFM PS points in an optical image. Intersection 
circumstances of their error ellipsoids are shown in Fig. 11. We choose a 
priori variance (σ2

f and σ2
l c.f. Eq. (4)) equals 25 mm2 for SM and 9 mm2 

for XFM. Posterior model parameters are listed in Table 6. These results 
demonstrate: (1) the best models fit the kinematic time series better than 
M0; (2) the posterior variances (σ̂2) of the five points are smaller than 
the conservative a priori variances (σ2

f ); (3) one SM PS point has multiple 
intersections with XFM PS points; (4) constructed tie-point pairs have 
similar deformation models; (5) the amplitude images demonstrate that 
the distinguished multiple XFM points come from real PS points rather 
than those produced by the sidelobe effect; and (6) the potential loca-
tions of tie-point pairs are different, including building facade (PS2 and 
PS4), dihedral angle reflection (PS1 and PS5), and the top of buildings 
(PS3). Besides, the ground features constructed by concrete or steel, 
such as buildings, are rarely influenced by temperature. However, metal 
objects, such as iron workshop in PS3, tend to be influenced easily by 
temperature: they expand in summer and contract in winter. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this section, we discuss the potential factors affecting the results 
and precision, and give a conclusion. 

5.1. Alternative methods for systematic bias correction 

Compared with our method for aligning two datasets in Section 
2.2.1, two alternative methods are available. The first is based upon 
spatial distribution features of PS points, e.g. the expectation and vari-
ance of the location information. This method is based upon the 
assumption that the geographical knowledge of the PS follows the same 
statistical distribution when two datasets cover identical areas. The 
differences in such statistical distributions is systematic bias. The second 
is based on Ground Control Point (GCP) (Montazeri et al., 2018), such as 
corner reflectors or isolated infrastructure. By applying the Helmert 
transformation with the GCP, the systematic bias is then estimated. 
Three GCPs is the minimum number to initiate the Helmert trans-
formation avoiding rank deficiency. 

Fig. 11. Five intersection types of the SM/XFM error ellipsoids. Blue ellipsoids, red ellipsoids, and blue dots indicate PS points from SM, PS points from XFM, and 
cross volume, respectively. The local coordinate system was rotated along the height axis to display the spatial relationship of ellipsoids intuitively. Therefore, 
although error ellipsoids from five figures have the same size and tilt direction, they seem different. The locations of PS1-5 are marked in Fig. 7(b). 

Table 5 
Weight ratios of PS points from XFM for recognized PS1-5 tie-point pairs.   

PS1 PS2 PS3 PS4 PS5 

Ratio 1 1:1.36 1:16:19.2 1:6.6:8.12:8.69 1:1.79:1.94:2.05:2.28  
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5.2. Factors affecting the identification of tie-point pairs 

Although 49700 SM PS points are available, only 18128 tie-point 
pairs are finally obtained. Several factors contribute to the result that 
not all SM PS can find a tie-point in XFM. Firstly, the ADI was defined 
differently, because the time span of the SM and XFM datasets is 
different. Therefore, we had to set up different ADI thresholds to choose 
good-quality PS candidates. The PS from a long-term span dataset, SM in 
our case, tends to be selected by a high ADI value (i.e., 0.25), while PS 
from short-term span dataset, XFM in our case, should be selected by a 
relatively low ADI value (i.e., 0.15). It leads to points selected in the SM 
dataset that do not exist in the XFM dataset. Secondly, geocoding un-
certainty is still a challenge. Due to the strict geolocation bias threshold 
(i.e., the distance between centers of a tie-point pair should be less than 
6 m in the range direction), a small geocoding bias could lead to points 
that can not be recognized as tie-point pairs. Thirdly, when we con-
ducted the reference alignment, we assumed that only offsets in latitude, 

longitude, and height changed. If the GCP (i.e., the corner reflectors) are 
available, the rotation and scale parameters could be considered. Lastly, 
it is difficult to crop the research areas from different SAR datasets 
exactly same. Points over the non-overlapping areas can obviously not 
pair with any counterpart points. 

5.3. Performance evaluation on the concatenated deformation time series 

To evaluate the spatio-temporal linking quality of all tie-point pairs, 
the model consistency can be used. For our case, we assumed that a tie- 
point deformation model remains the same over the full-time period. We 
separately estimated its best model for the SM and XFM mode per tie- 
point pair using the method mentioned of Section 2.3. Analyzing sta-
tistically 18128 tie-point pairs, we found that 95.87% of tie-point pairs 
keeps the same best model over the entire time, implying that 95.87% of 
tie-points pairs complies with the model consistency. 

The difference in pattern of motion can be attributed to three factors. 

Fig. 12. The most probable model estimated by the maximum test ratio and the best model estimated by the proposed method are displayed in the first and second 
column, respectively. Blue dots indicate observation values. The green and blue solid lines are used to recognize the phase unwrapping error. Black solid lines, green 
dash lines, and error bars represent the estimated best models, the Heaviside step locations, and the standard deviation of residuals, respectively. Their posterior 
variances and DoP values are marked on every figure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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Fig. 13. The best deformation time series models, specific locations in amplitude image, and the locations in real-world of PS1-5. For column (1), the black and green 
dots indicate SM and XFM epoch, respectively. The black lines represent the best deformation time series models. The blue dash lines indicate the linear deformation 
model (M0). The green dash lines indicate the Heaviside step locations (δt). M0,M1,M2,M3, and M4 models are mentioned in Section 2.3. The error-bars indicate the 
standard deviation of residuals. Column (2) displays the intensity images from XFM. The sources of corresponding PS points are marked with the yellow rectangles in 
radar imagery. In column (3), the blue dots represent the PS points from SM while red dots indicate PS points from XFM in an optical imagery. (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 6 
Best model parameters of PS1-5. v̂1 and v̂2 indicate estimated deformation velocity before and after breakpoint date. η̂ is estimated thermal expansion coefficient. δ̂t 
means estimated breakpoint date. L̂ means estimated deformation jump at breakpoint date. σ̂2 mean estimated posterior variance.  

PS ID Model v̂1 (mm yr− 1) v̂2 (mm yr− 1) η̂(10− 3m/K) L̂(mm) δ̂t  σ̂2
(mm2) DoP 

PS1 M4  − 17.37 − 10.70 — — 2013/02/28 10.7577 0.3357 
PS2 M2  − 2.11 — 0.112 − 3.59 2013/02/24 15.8772 0.2241 
PS3 M1  − 1.27 — 0.519 — — 7.5837 0.0817 
PS4 M3  − 4.56 − 4.77 — − 5.36 2013/10/02 17.7448 0.5750 
PS5 M0  − 3.34 — — — — 7.4446 0.0917  
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The first reason is that different amounts of data used for filtering the 
atmospheric phase: 84 SM images cover 6 years, while 17 XFM images 
cover less than 1 year. Compared with SM, results XFM have more re-
siduals of the atmospheric phase. The second reason is that a pair may be 
a falsely-selected tie-point pair, i.e., an SM point and an XFM point were 
incorrectly assigned to the same ground object. This may occur when the 
error ellipsoid size was set unreasonably large. The third reason is the 
different spatial resolution. As a medium resolution data, an SM pixel 
has a relatively extensive spatial coverage. In contrast, an XFM pixel 
tends to cover a relatively small area. For any pairs, the XFM PS point 
could only reflect (phase) information on the constantly-coherent 
dominated scatterer, while the corresponding SM point would provide 
average (phase) information on the dominated scatterer along with its 
cluster. 

5.4. Relationship between the best model, the number of unknowns and 
the precision of the result 

We aimed at identifying the best model with a small number of un-
knowns to interpret the observations. For instance, for PS6, the posterior 
variance of the best model (15.9352) is slightly smaller than that of the 
most probable model (16.0092). But M3 includes 3 unknowns while M4 
only includes 2 unknowns, whereas the DoP of M3 equals 1.0097, and 
the DoP of M4 equals 0.5176. This means that M4 uses less parameters to 
more precisely estimate the unknowns and provide the results with the 
acceptable and equivalent precision. Therefore, under the premise of 
similar precision, the model with less parameters should be accepted. 

5.5. Improving model reliability when a-priori knowledge or external data 
are available 

Occurrence of multiple events would bring the proposed method into 
trouble. This can be solved by introducing more jumps or breakpoint 
models based upon a-priori knowledge. Besides, if an instant event 
happened coincidentally at the moment of connecting two datasets, the 
proposed method (i.e., the M2,M3, and M4 models) may fail to identify 
such an instant event. A-priori knowledge on this event and/or external 
data are needed to be used to construct the functional model and 
constrain the stochastic model. 

Our proposed method is generic and is based upon geolocation un-
certainty and MHT. This paper demonstrated the method on using me-
dium and high resolution Radarsat-2 data and showed the applicability 
of this method to multiple SAR satellite data integration in time and 
space. Using this method to integrate multi-platform SAR data and 
monitor long-term surface deformation is an interesting challenge for 
future research. 
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Appendix A. The principle of selecting the most probable model based on maximum test ratio method 

In this appendix, we review the principle of selecting the most probable model based on the maximum test ratio method. The mathematical models 
of null hypothesis H0 and all potential alternative hypothesis HJ incorporate a functional component and stochastic component. The functional 
component is based upon the functional relationship of the parameters and observations, while the stochastic component considers variance and 
covariance of observations and the cofactor matrix of the observations. The best estimates of the parameters can be obtained using the best estimates of 
the least squares. The functional component and stochastic component (Teunissen et al., 2004) can be illustrated as 

H0 : E
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(7)  

where A is design matrix, E{⋅} is the expectation operator, m is the number of stochastic observations y. n is the number of parameters x. Any 
alternative models is defined by a specification matrix CJ and an additional new vector of unknown parameters ∇J of the dimension (or degree of 
freedom) q, with q ∈ [1,m − n]. Qyy is the (co) variance matrix of observations, σ2 is the variance of unit weight and Ryy is the cofactor matrix of (co) 
variance matrix Qyy. The observation equations for H0 and HJ can be expressed as y = Ax+e0 and y = Ax + CJ∇J + eJ, respectively. Here e0 and eJ are 
the residuals between the default/alternative model and the observations. For HJ, against H0 with a linear function of time, a series of physically 
realistic non-linear deformation models could be included, such as temperature-related model, piece-wise linear (breakpoint) model (Ketelaar, 2009), 
exponential model, (Heaviside) step (jump) model (Weisstein, 2002) and Kronecker delta (outlier) model (Kaplan, 1952). By combining these ca-
nonical functions, a complex deformation process can be well predicted. Each combination is considered as a particular model class. The most 
probable deformation time series is determined via testing the null hypothesis (H0) against the alternative hypotheses (HJ). The Overall Model Test 

(OMT) (Teunissen et al., 2004) is applied for testing the correctness of the null hypothesis. The OMT test statistic for H0 : M0 is T0 =
ê

T
0 Q− 1

yy ê0
χ2

α(q,0)
, where ̂e0 

is the vector of residuals between the observations and the estimated values, and χ2
α(q,0) is predefined critical value (α is a given level of significance). 

If T0 is less than 1, H0 is accepted. If it is greater than 1, all alternative HJ are calculated to determine the most probable deformation time series model. 

The test statistic is expressed as TJ =
ê

T
0 Q− 1

yy ê0 − ê
T
J Q− 1

yy êJ
χ2

αJ
(qJ)

, where qJ is the degree of freedom for the alternative model MJ, and ̂eJ is the residual between the 
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observations and estimated values under MJ. The most probable deformation time series model should satisfy T* = max
{

TJ

}

and T*>1. Besides, the 

B-Method of testing (Teunissen, 2006) is used for determining αJ and qJ. The proposed testing procedure follows the Detection-Identification- 
Adaptation (DIA) procedure (Teunissen, 1990). 

Appendix B. Error ellipsoid definition and geometric map 

In this appendix, we review the error ellipsoid definition and display the 3D radar geometry in Fig. 14. The azimuth direction represents satellite 
flying direction. The angle between satellite flying direction and the North direction is the azimuth angle (θazi). The range direction indicates radar 
beam direction. The angle between radar beam direction and the vertical direction is the incidence angle (θinc). The cross-range means the orthogonal 
direction respect to the plane formed by the range and azimuth directions. The semi-azimuth length, semi-range length, and semi-cross-range length 
determine the size of the error ellipsoid. The semi-axis length (σrange, σazimuth, and σcross− range) can be parameterized by a variance–covariance matrix 
(Dheenathayalan et al., 2018; Dheenathayalan et al., 2016). In radar coordinate, for any radar scatterer P, its three-dimensional positioning uncer-
tainty is expressed in Eq. (8) with the initial values (τ0

0,μ0
P,Δτ0,τ0

sys,v0
s/c,t

0
0,v0

P,Δt0,t0sys) and associated variances (e.g., σ2
ashift 

represents a priori variance of 
time shift in azimuth). For σcross− range, it is influenced by orbital uncertainty (σorb), signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) of scatterers (σSCR), and phase center of 
the reference point (σref). 

σ2
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(8)  

where α =
[
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], respectively. v0 is the velocity of microwaves in vacuum (m/s). vs/c is the platform velocity 

along the orbit (m/s). τ is the fast (range) time coordinate. Δt is the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI), the inverse of the Pulse Repetition Frequency 
(PRF). Δτ is the range sample interval, the inverse of the Range Sampling Frequency (RSF). τ0 is the time to the first range pixel. t0 is the time of 
emitting the first pulse of the focused image or Sampling Window Start Time (SWST). μP is the sub-pixel position of the scatterer P in range direction. vP 
is the sub-pixel position of the scatterer P in the azimuth direction.τsys is unmodeled sensor internal electronic delay. rpd is the range path delay. rtect is 
the tectonic plate motion projected in range direction (m). rset is the solid earth tides projected in range direction (m). tsys is the time shift. ashift is the 
time shift in azimuth direction. atect is the tectonic plate motion projected in azimuth direction (m). aset is the solid earth tides projected in azimuth 
direction (m). c0 is the initial cross-range position computed with perpendicular baseline B0

⊥. ε⊥ is the residual perpendicular baseline caused by the 
orbit error ε. r is the observed range distance. σH is the precision of the reference point height (H) and θinc is the incidence angle at the reference point’s 
location. 

Therefore, the variance–covariance matrix of the position in radar coordinate is expressed as Qrac = diag[σ2
range,σ2

azimuth,σ2
cross− range]. After the geo-

coding, we can obtain the scatterers’ coordinates in radar and geographical coordinate systems and data transformation matrix R obtained by S- 

Fig. 14. The relationship of a SAR mission flight attitude, the observed ground target, and the associated error ellipsoid. The green dot indicates the observed ground 
target. The red lines represent the error ellipsoid. σrange, σazimuth, and σcross− range indicate ellipsoid semi-length of range, azimuth, and cross-range, respectively. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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transformation (Baarda, 1981). According to the error propagation law, the position uncertainty in radar coordinate (Qrac) can be propagated to a 
geographical coordinate system (Qenh), expressed as 

Qenh = R
3×3

⋅Qrac⋅RT
3×3

=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

σ2
e σ2

en σ2
eh

σ2
en σ2

n σ2
nh

σ2
eh σ2

nh σ2
h

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦, (9)  

where the diagonal elements (σ2
e ,σ2

n ,σ2
h) and non-diagonal elements (σ2

en,σ2
eh,σ2

nh) are the variances and covariances in east, north, and height direction, 
respectively. Therefore, the size of the error ellipsoid is determined by the eigenvalues of Qenh. The inclination of the error ellipsoid depends on the 
radar beam’s local incidence angle at the target. 

Appendix C. Selecting the best deformation time series model: An example 

We now describe an example of using our proposed method to identifying the best deformation model. For PS7, the null model M0 (linear 
deformation model) was rejected. We then tested all potential alternative models, i.e., testing jump or breakpoint locations at every epoch for M2, M3, 
and M4. All corresponding test ratio and posterior variance are displayed in Figs. 15 (a) and (b), where each point indicates a model. Based upon the 
maximum test ratio method, model M3 with a jump in the 15th epoch was initially recognized as the most probable model. However, its posterior 
variance value is not minimal (Fig. 15(b)). Therefore, we set up a range of 80% of the maximum test ratio to select potential alternative models with a 
maximum test ratio within the range of 3 and 3.7. Only M2 and M3 satisfy the condition. Next, we tested the sub-optimal models of M2 and M3 (marked 
in blue and green dots in Fig. 15). We computed their posterior variance mentioned in Eq. (5). The corresponding model M2 with a jump in the 15th 
epoch with the minimum posterior variance value displayed in Fig. 15(b) was finally selected as the best model. 
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